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“Focus on Innovation，Lead Security" is the philosophy of ALEAN. Shenzhen
Equipment

Alean Security

Co., Ltd is a designer and manufacturer of high quality intrusion alarm system and

accessories. We are dedicated to enhancing the security and safety of people' and the supplying of
products with professional technology and upgraded craft.

Established in 1996, Shenzhen Alean Security Equipment Co., Ltd is a high-tech company integrating
R&D, manufacturing and sales. Every year, over 10 new innovative products are launched into market,
until now most of our products have been approved by CCC/CE and ROHS. Products have been
distributed through 30 countries (Asia, Europe, America, Australia and Africa). In China mainland, ALEAN
has set up three wholly-owned subsidiaries, established over 20 marketing service centers and has more
than 100 regular authorized distributors.

ALEAN 's innovation in the development of china security technology is made due to its dedication to
product and technology innovation R&D. The sales team fully understood our customer's requirement
and high-demanding. Let's strive for a brand new future.
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Honor & Certification

R&D
ALEAN,Pursues building the world's leading security research and development capabilities in the company's "focus on innovation,
leading security " concept, being formed Shenzhen Technology Center, Guangzhou, Beijing, Hong Kong R & D project development
system. An average annual 8% higher of the sales revenue is invested for research and development, and establish an experience
and quality management platform. Products, technology research and development covering the full range of security products: Alarm
system, video surveillance, behavioral intelligence analysis, IP video surveillance, IP burglar alarm products and security centralized
management platform.

Manufacturing
The officiating manufacturing center is located in Shenzhen, the industry park has hardware facilities and scientific
production management experience. Which including a large center of the SMT, injection molding, hardware, mould center,
testing center,Alean factory has passed ISO9001: 2008 quality management standard certificatio. It has years of professional
security products manufacturingexperience, an experienced team of workers. Manufacturing center has advanced and
improved products and spare parts, experiments and testing equipments, and provide technical support for new product
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development and product quality.
We cherish every honor, which is the witness of our efforts and success, and the source of momentum. The honors come
from the dedications and endeav
ors of all the Alean staff
.

